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Ads Book Preface In this sixth edition of Anatomy and Human Movement, we have made a number of small
but significant changes, mainly to the text, which are designed to further improve the usefulness of this
already successful book. In this edition, there have been further improvements to the illustrations and we have
added some new illustrations. Where possible, structures such as ligaments or cartilage have been coloured the
same throughout the book, in an attempt to further enhance the clarity of illustrations. The book has
progressed a long way since the first edition in when only black and white was used throughout the text. As
regards the content, we have continued to engage with the community of users of the book, namely, students,
teachers, practitioners, and have responded to yet more suggestions. As a result of this very positive feedback,
there has been some minor reordering within the text and expansion of some sections, namely those on joint
replacement. The use of Summary Boxes at the end of various sections has been retained: Helping individuals
to understand, remember and apply anatomy has always been the prime purpose of this book. In response to
the advances in the range of electronic aids to learning, the sixth edition also gives automatic access unlocked
by the unique PIN found on the inside front cover to the e-book via Pageburst, allowing users to quickly
search the entire book, make notes, add highlights and study more efficiently. In addition to this, the authors
have helped create a separate five-hour modular e-learning course in functional human anatomy. At present,
this is only available for purchase by universities and other institutions. Learning is delivered via outcome
measures, animation, video, quizzes, activity analyses and exams. Whether the book is being used by
undergraduates, postgraduates, lecturers or practitioners, the changes and additions made to this edition are
designed to make it even more useful to your learning, teaching or practice. Changes to the way education is
managed and delivered require students and educators to be flexible in their learning. It is recognized that
most learning takes place outside the classroom, and this requires the provision of high-quality material, both
electronic and hard copy, to support learning wherever it is taking place. This edition of Anatomy and Human
Movement and its accompanying electronic resources are designed to facilitate study in this new environment
of varied learning spaces. The range of health professional groups using Anatomy and Human Movement has
grown extensively over the past 22 years, with its use spreading to other groups interested in human
movement, such as sports scientists. Anatomy and Human Movement has been written by authors experienced
in teaching living anatomy and human movement. This remains the prime reason for producing the book, and
whilst the authors visit dissecting rooms regularly, the appreciation of anatomy through the intact skin of a
living person is fundamental to the practice of a number of professions. We hope that this sixth edition will
provide the reader with stimulation that will aid their understanding and learning of anatomy and their ability
to apply this knowledge to human movement.
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Anatomy and Human Movement: Structure and Function, Second Edition, is concerned with the musculoskeletal system
and its application to human movement. The design of this new edition builds on the success of the first edition.

Advanced Search This is an effective anatomy textbook that is directed toward health science students who
need a thorough understanding of human movement but who do not have access to human cadavers for
dissection and study. It is well suited for students of physical therapy, kinesiology, exercise science,
occupational therapy, and athletic training, in particular. The authors of this text have been associated with
physical therapy and other health science education programs in the United Kingdom for many years. The
book focuses on the anatomy of movement in living subjects. Although there is somewhat limited coverage of
the anatomy of the viscera and some areas contain less anatomical detail than others, there is a much greater
integration of anatomical information with movement at all of the joints of the body within this text than is
usually found in anatomy textbooks meant to accompany medically based dissection courses. This book
begins with an introduction to anatomy and movement terminology, followed by an overview of all of the
tissues involved in human movement. A single chapter briefly covers the nervous system, the skin, and the
components of the musculoskeletal system, yet this coverage is sufficient for the stated purpose of this book.
Subsequent chapters on the upper limb and the lower limb are comprehensive and are organized with an
emphasis on joint movements. The organization facilitates the integrated learning of the muscles, joint
structures, and basic biomechanics involved in the different movements. The following chapter covers the
trunk and the neck and is comprehensive and thorough for the movements in these areas, but somewhat
superficial in its descriptions of the cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, urogenital, and endocrine systems.
For example, the description of the action of the autonomic nerves that innervate the heart is limited to the
effects on heart rate, with no mention of the effects of autonomic stimulation on force of contraction or blood
flow to coronary arteries, and no mention of the neurotransmitters utilized by these nerves. The final chapter,
which covers the head and brain, provides a description of the muscles of facial expression and the muscles
that move the mandible and hyoid bones, and a brief overview of the gross anatomy of the eye, ear, and brain.
The figures consist mainly of illustrations, with about 2 dozen radiographs and a handful of photographs. All
are of excellent quality. The illustrations are clear, simple, and effective. The radiographs are of good
resolution and are either labeled or accompanied by a labeled illustration, which makes identification of
relevant structures and relationships clear. The writing is accurate, consistent, concise, and clear, which is
necessary when studying this topic. There are descriptions of the most common musculo-skeletal injuries and
surgeries to place the information into a clinical context; however, no case studies are included. New to this
edition are colored figures, section summaries, and an address to a Web page that includes simple self-tests for
the students and images that instructors can download. Each section summary briefly reviews the main points
presented in the section, which should facilitate learning of the material. This book is different from other
anatomy textbooks in several respects. First, it was not written to be part of a dissection-based anatomy
course. As such, the material is not organized to accompany the learning of anatomy in a dissection lab, but is
organized so that readers can learn the anatomy that is responsible for the movement in human subjects.
Therefore, there is somewhat less detail provided on the anatomy of blood vessels, lymphatics, and nerves,
and relatively little attention to the anatomy of thoracic, abdominal, and pelvic viscera. The emphasis and
strength of this book, however, is its integration of anatomy and movement. The organization of the muscles
by joint movement, the thorough description of joint structures, the description of how to identify muscles and
bony landmarks by palpation, and the inclusion of the basic biomechanics of movement at each joint
successfully matches how physical therapists actually use their anatomical knowledge. Although this book
would be an excellent choice for those students of movement who are learning anatomy without the benefit of
a cadaver, the organization of the book makes it especially useful for the student who is learning to perform a
musculoskeletal examination and for the practicing clinician who needs a quick review of functional anatomy,
even if they have had a dissection-based anatomy course.
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Anatomy and Human Movement has been written by authors experienced in teaching living anatomy and human
movement. This remains the prime reason for producing the book, and whilst the authors visit dissecting rooms
regularly, the appreciation of anatomy through the intact skin of a living person is fundamental to the practice of a
number of.
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Now featuring full-colour illustrations, this classic text is written specifically for physiotherapy students studying human
anatomy. Accompanying the text are fantastic online resources for students and lecturers.
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This is an effective anatomy textbook that is directed toward health science students who need a thorough
understanding of human movement but who do not have access to human cadavers for dissection and study.
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